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Whosoever shall call on the Name of the Lord shall be delivered. Joel 2:32
You must deplore the fact that your bodies have become the devil's ballrooms. They have become the love
trysts of devils. Your bodies inherited the devil's lineage through his love. You should know this amazing
fact that Satan's blood is controlling you with the realm of power in order to trample upon your original
character in your bodies now. There is no way for even your countries to clear this up. You will have to
do it yourselves...You have to hate your corrupted self and your body. You should understand that the
blood of the enemy is coursing through your bodies and that you cannot cut this off with a knife or burn it
away. You have to realize the misery of having become factories that consume and digest creation from a
position where you are unable to receive God's protection. SMM, CSG 651

Hello,
During the announcements Hyung Jin Nim spoke about those who gave their lives to defend our freedoms
which we honor on Memorial Day. He encouraged people to support the Frank Scavo Legal Defense
Fund. Frank is a former school board director who ran for state senate. He was arrested for his
participation in the January 6 demonstration at the U.S. Capitol against election fraud in the 2020
election.
Hyung Jin Nim started the service by discussing Jesus' parable in Luke 16:19- 31 in which a rich man in
hell begs Father Abraham to send the beggar Lazarus down with a drop of water to cool his tongue. This
parable can be also be interpreted as a critique of the social system at the time in which entrenched elites
served their own interests instead of seeking God's justice and righteousness.
The ancient world, dominated by Rome, did not have the kind of liberty we often take for granted. He
discussed the preterist view that Biblical prophecies about the End Times were fulfilled in 1st century.
Jesus said he came to build the Kingdom during their lifetimes. Preterists believe such prophecies were
fulfilled in AD70 or by the time of Nero, the debauched Emperor of Rome who reigned 54-68 AD and
ordered the persecution of Christians. The Roman Catholic Church teaches that it itself is the Kingdom of
God Jesus spoke about.
The Roman Empire was not a free society with wealth built by hard work and initiative. In the ancient
world there was no USA or free market capitalist country. The only way to become wealthy was to
become an ally with the state.
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University academics are mostly run as socialist systems. Academics with tenure cannot be fired.
Universities, often supported by huge tax-free endowments and government aid, are easily affected by
such incentives to keep government funders and grant givers happy. The Communist Chinese give
hundreds of millions for Confucius Institutes at many universities around the country. Leftwing
billionaire George Soros recently gave $500 million to Bard College.
In the end God gives you what you want. If you reject God then you will be far from God.
A nation which distances itself from God will manifest a "Kingdom of Hell." The devil is clever. He hides
himself in plain sight as "modern" and "liberated." The Bible describes him as a beautiful and charming
being who lures and seduces you.
St. Paul describes believers as the body of Christ. Similarly there are those who serve Satan. A society
where most people comply with what they are told what to do. The mask is the symbol of an oppressed
people.
Imagine if the USA were gone and the world had not one example of a free nation. The Communist
Chinese seeks to undermine the U.S. and to divide us from within into white, black and "adjacent white"
who have "internalized whiteness." Theorists claim racial identity is just a "social construct," but when
applied it defers to race essentialism which teaches that your essence is that you are "white" or "black."
That is the way it is implemented in schools. In many elementary schools, teachers split up 3rd graders
into "oppressor" or "victim" categories.

Martin Luther King and the Civil Rights movement denounced the systemic racism of Jim Crow laws, but
these were removed with the passage and enforcement of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. As a nation
distances itself from Judeo-Christian ethics, it will come into judgment like the 31 kingdoms of Canaan
that were sex trafficking and practicing child sacrifice. An estimated 2 million babies are being murdered

in the womb each year in the U.S.
Black Lives Matter seeks to disrupt "heteronormative" families led by married parents. In nature there are
R/K selection types. R is rate of production. K is amount of time parents spend on offspring. Quantity vs
Quality. The R type strategy is practiced by species that are prey which have little ability to defend
themselves. They reproduce quickly with little parental care of the offspring. This is analogous to the
leftist promotion of licentiousness and free sex with little or no paternal responsibility.
K type species like wolves or eagles have more stability, giving birth to fewer offspring, with longer
parental investment, fewer sex partners, and protection of a high value partner and offspring.

Human "R types," with less ability to defend or support themselves, seek to gain government power and
resources where they are able to attract females and reproduce. Communists advise not to seek
monogamy and strong families which they see as a threat to their power. Centralized governments often
like war because they send out the K type soldiers to fight and die. The Bible describes the fight of
kingdoms and of blood lines.
The holocaust survivor Elie Wiesel saw the potential for each of us to be an oppressor or a cog in the
machine of oppression. Normal people could become part of a Nazi-like regime, following orders to
eliminate a population that will not comply. R type is socialism. A free, responsible society is K. The
miracle of God is that we can be reborn into God's bloodline of freedom and responsibility.
Christians and patriots must work together to defend Kingdom principles and God-given rights. Resist the
devil and he will flee.
***********
May God bless you and your families!
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